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FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Our most important musical event this year!
On page 6 you will find details of our Four Seasons autumn concert at the Lancaster Hall Hotel in
London. As promised by Malcolm Rivers at our AGM, this will feature young artists of the
Mastersingers Company who have staged many of our music events over the last decade. This is
very much a “not to be missed” evening. In Christie Cook and Kelvin Lim you will be hearing two of
the leading artists of the future. We are very keen for this to be the first of several such concerts
but we rely heavily upon strong support at this inaugural event in order to do so. Our members
have regularly requested more live events. This is it, so do please come!

Return to paper issues of Harmony?
One of the most difficult and regrettable decisions your committee have ever had to take was to
move away from the paper edition to online versions of Harmony. Sadly, we had no other option
as finances simply did not so permit. From the many comments I have received, our members
miss actually holding and reading a magazine in their hands, as do I. The quality and content of
Harmony is such that it deserves nothing less than the wider readership a paper version attracts.
There is a possible solution. If any members would like to sponsor an issue of Harmony we could
print the occasional copy. One such member has already offered to do this. May I request that
other members volunteer to do so. You would receive full credit (unless anonymity is preferred).
Please let me know if you are interested.

Music Club of London / Arts in Residence Opera in Brno Tour
Accompanying this issue of Harmony are details of the “Opera in Brno” tour arranged by Arts in
Residence, whose Director Terry Barfoot is a long standing friend of our Club. There will be
performances of Puccini's Turandot and Martinu's The Greek Passion. First category opera tickets
and accommodation in a four star hotel are included as well a tour of Brno, two visits relating to
Smetana and Martinu, three meals and introductions to the operas given by Terry Barfoot.

The inside story of musical performance from our own experts
Our Essential Harmony panel of professional practitioners continue to supply their fascinating
insights into the delivery of music as an art on pages 31 to 33. Topics for Essential Harmony
sometimes arise as “spinoff” from reviews etc where the editor feels that a particular aspect of
musical performance would benefit from the “inside story” treatment. If you have a suggestion for
an aspect of music about which you would like our experts to share their knowledge and
experience then please let Roger Lee know: penmaenmawr@hotmail.com.

Music Club of London Autumn / Winter Programme
In the following pages you will find an exciting list of Music Club events for you to choose from.
The booking forms for these will be arriving shortly through the post with the MCL Newsletter.

Michael Bousfield
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LUDMILLA ANDREW: A PERSONAL TRIBUTE
Malcolm Rivers

During my performing career I have from time to time had the privilege of finding myself alongside
Milla on the stage and I have always been in admiration of the beauty and power of her voice,
tethered to an unerring insight into the character she was playing. The rest of us took a back seat
when she was there! But this is only a part of what we all admire so much nowadays in the work of
this icon of the opera world.
For the last 20 years or so she has been a pillar of strength in assisting young artists to develop
their careers in opera. Russian coach, Italian coach, German coach, vocal coach, drama coach,
mother, benefactor (for many years she has given generously of her time as well as financial
support to Mastersingers): you name it, she has done it.
When I founded Mastersingers in 1996 to encourage the development of young artists into the
Wagner repertoire (as I felt that we needed to continue the work created by Sir Reginald Goodall
whilst so many of his ENO Ring performers were still active) I asked my colleague and friend
Maestro Anthony Legge for advice on where I could unearth a supply of future talent to audition
with a view to creating our pool of the “new generation”. He unhesitatingly suggested Milla and
said, “This is who you need, go no further.”
Since then she has helped Mastersingers to open doors for so many artists now enjoying careers
in all of the world’s major opera houses. You know some of them well: Amanda Echalaz, James
Rutherford, Alwyn Mellor, Lee Bisset, Colin Lees, Miriam Murphy, Giselle Allen, Kelvin Lim,
Rhonda Browne, Natalya Romaniw, Alison Roddy, Ivana Dominic ….
As a Russian coach she has worked with such luminaries as Gerald Findlay, Simon Keenlyside,
Nina Stemme, Dame Felicity Palmer, Sir Mark Elder and Richard Bonynge. Ludmilla was a legend
in her lifetime and many people have better lives because of her.
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This event is dedicated to the memory of
Ludmilla Andrew

Siegfried Act 3
The Rehearsal Orchestra
Conductor Anthony Legge
Erda Rhonda Browne
The Wanderer Pauls Putnins
Siegfried Jonathan Stoughton
Brünnhilde Lee Bisset
Sung in Andrew Porter’s translation for ENO

Sunday October 20, 2019
Rehearsal 2.30pm, run-through 6pm

Henry Wood Hall, Trinity Church Square,
London SE1 4HU
Tickets £20 (student concessions £5)
from Mike Morgan
01494 514 252 or email
mikegmorgan65@gmail.com
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Music Club of London Programme: Autumn/Winter 2019
7pm Friday 11th October
Society of Antiquaries, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London W1J 0BE

TO BE INTRODUCED BY TONY PALMER
Refreshments will be available before the screening
at the Royal Academy Cafe (off the courtyard next door)
Tickets; £20 (Members), £25 (Guests)
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Music Club of London Programme: Autumn/Winter 2019

7.30pm Saturday 26th October
Lancaster Hall, 35 Craven Terrace, London W2 3EL
Lancaster Gate or Paddington

“FOUR SEASONS” SERIES
A CELEBRATION OF AUTUMN
Christie Cook
Kelvin Lim
Malcolm Rivers

Mezzo soprano
Piano
Reader

Christie Cook graduated from the University of Otago in 2011
and the Wales International Academy of Voice in 2015,
relocating to study in Italy in 2016. In her native New Zealand
Christie has been an active recitalist and oratorio singer winning
a number of national competitions and awards. Her concert
works include Handel’s Messiah, Mendelssohn’s Elijah,
Vivaldi’s Gloria, Mozart’s Requiem, Beethoven’s Mass in C,
Monteverdi’s Vespers and Wagner’s Wesendonck Lieder. Now
based in London and busy on the audition trail, She recently
sang the role of Maddelena in Genoa and will return to Italy
later this year to debut the role of Flora in La Traviata.
Conductor, repetiteur and accompanist Kelvin Lim trained at the
Royal College of Music and has worked for companies including
The Royal Opera House, English National Opera,
Glyndebourne, Opera Holland Park, Grange Park Opera,
English Touring Opera, Longborough Festival, Northern Ireland
Opera, Neville Holt, Iford Arts and British Youth Opera. He has
been Co-Director of Postgraduate Opera since 2008 and Vocal
Coach since 2015 at Trinity Laban Conservatoire and he has
coached for the Royal Opera House Jette Parker Young Artists
and been Senior Vocal Coach for Morley College Opera. He
was also conductor for Vox Integra’s Opera Course in Feltre,
Italy in 2018.

Tickets are not available for sale at this venue. A donation of £20 per person is suggested.
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Music Club of London Programme: Autumn/Winter 2019
7pm Saturday 12th October
Cadogan Hall

UN GIORNO DI REGNO
Frustrated lovers, the pursuit of money, inter-generational rivalry, ad a false identity: Un giorno di
regno has all the ingredients for a classic Italian comedy.
A new edition has revealed just how much care Verdi put into the work – re-directing attention to
its succession of brilliant arias, comic mishaps and poignant emotion. The time is ripe for Verdi’s
comedy to be heard again, reminding us of the truths to be uncovered in this mischievous fantasy.
The performance will be conducted by Tom Seligman. The soloists include John Savournin (Il
Barone di Kelbar), Sarah-Jane Lewis (La Marchesa del Poggio), Paula Sides (Giulietta di
Kelbar), Cardiff Singer of the World 2019 finalist Luis Gomes, (Edoardo di Sanval) and Adrian
Clarke (Signor La Rocca).
Tickets: £38

7pm Saturday 19th October
Holy Sepulchre Church, Holborn Viaduct

Brandenburg Festival Chorus and the Brandenburg Singers conducted by Robert Porter.
“I not only admire, adore and venerate your music; I have been and still am in love with it.” So
Marcel Proust wrote to Gabriel Fauré; and beneath the subtle half-tints and serene melodies of
Faure’s Requiem lie emotions every bit as passionate as those Proust detected.
The Brandenburg Festival Chorus draws its members from the choirs who have taken part in the
Brandenburg Choral Festival over the years. From university a cappella ensembles and chamber
choirs through to gospel choirs and large choral societies, the resulting chorus is a rich and
experienced group.
Tickets: £23 including a reserved seat, a programme and a drinks voucher.
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Music Club of London Programme: Autumn/Winter 2019
7.30pm Saturday 2nd November
St Stephen Walbrook, 39 Walbrook, EC4N

Harlequin Chamber Choir
FLOWERS IN THE NIGHT

A concert with a floral theme sung by the Harlequin Chamber choir, conducted by Amy
Bebbington. The programme includes the following items:
Benjamin Britten
Daniel Elder
Bob Chilcott
Ed Sheeran
Arthur Sullivan

The Evening Primrose
Ballad to the Moon
The Lily and the rose
Supermarket flowers
The Long Day Closes

Tickets: £23 to include a reserved seat, a programme and a voucher for a drink.
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Music Club of London Programme: Autumn/Winter 2019
7.30pm Wednesday 6th November
Royal Festival Hall, Southbank

KNIGHTS AND ANGELS

The London Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Lawrence Runes with Juliette Bauser flute and
Xavier de Maistre, harp will perform:
ELGAR
MOZART
ALWYN
R STRAUSS

Froissart
Concerto for flute and harp
Lyra Angelica
Don Juan

Escape to worlds of chivalry and castles, with Lawrence Renes conducting Strauss’ Don Juan and
Elgar’s Froissart, as well as Mozart’s Flute and Harp Concerto.
Tickets £25

7.30pm Tuesday 3rd December
Guildhall School, Silk Street Barbican EC2

PROVOK’D
A RESTORATION
As a group of actors come together to rehearse period scenes, a rising sense of anarchy bubbles
up as they question which stories deserve to be retold. Restoration Comedy collides with original
rap and hip hop, challenging the parallels between a vicious and vibrant moment in theatrical
history and a contemporary questioning of sexuality, gender politics and race.
Tickets: £5
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Music Club of London Programme: Autumn/Winter 2019
7.30pmThursday 5th December
Cadogan Hall 5 Sloane Terrace

THE MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS
City of London Choir
Hilary Davon Wetton
Julia Doyle
William Dazeley

Conductor
Soprano
Baritone

The programme will include:
FINZI
WARLOCK
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
DELIUS

In Terra Pax; Christmas Scene
Three Carols
Folksongs of the Four Seasons
Sleigh Ride

Begin your festive season with sparkle and style, with this magical evening of choral and
orchestral Christmas gems featuring the City of London choir. Treat yourself to exquisite music by
Finzi, Delius, Vaughan Williams and more, as well as much loved carols by Rutter, Willcocks and
Gardner including In the Bleak Midwinter, Three Carols, The Little Road to Bethlehem and more
seasonal favourites.
Tickets: £11.25
11.30am Sunday 8th December at 11.30am
Wigmore Hall, Wigmore Street

VAN KUJIK QUARTET

Mozart
Brahms

String Quartet in D minor
String Quartet in A minor

Tickets: £14
Please indicate on the booking form if you would like lunch after the concert.
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Music Club of London Programme: Autumn/Winter 2019

COPPELIA
Royal Opera House Covent Garden
2pm on Saturday 4th January 2020
A classic returns to the Royal Opera House with Ninette de Valois’
charming and funny ballet of love, mischief and mechanical dolls.

Toy maker Dr Coppélius seems to have a beautiful young woman in his house: Coppélia, who sits
and reads on his balcony. Franz and his fellow young villagers are curious about her and how she
ignores them all. Franz’s fiancée Swanilda is not pleased by Franz’s interest in another woman,
but equally curious. When Dr Coppélius goes to the local tavern, the young villagers slip into his
house to introduce themselves to the strangely silent young woman.
In the house, they are astonished by several mechanical dolls, including Coppélia. Coppélius
returns and throws them all out – except Swanilda, who hides and takes Coppélia’s place. When
Franz climbs in through a window, Coppélius drugs him and attempts through magic to put his
lifeforce into the mechanical Coppélia. Swanilda is able to trick him into believing his spell has
worked. In the inevitable happy ending, Coppélius is placated, and Swanilda happily united with
Franz as the villagers celebrate their new town bell.
The intricate choreography is set to Delibes’ delightful score and shows off the technical precision
and comedic timing of the whole Company. Osbert Lancaster’s designs bring a colourful storybook
world to life in this Christmas treat for the whole family.
Please indicate on the booking form if you would like to have lunch
at a restaurant near to the Opera House before the concert.
Tickets: £29.70

All tickets for all concerts on the programme are subject to availability. Please remember to
leave your cheque blank and state an upper limit. Please note that change cannot be given.
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Music Club of London Programme: Autumn/Winter 2019

MONKS, MADNESS AND MURDER
10.50 for 11am Thursday 10th October
Meet at Aldgate Underground Station
Join Ann Archbold on a walk from Aldgate, where one of the original Roman gates stood, to
Bishopsgate, named for a 7th Century bishop, to learn about the fighting monks who worshipped in
the Aldgate area, the riots when a monastery was dissolved, and the murders that took place, as
well as some happier events.
Please indicate if you would like to have lunch in the Bishopsgate area afterwards.
Tickets: £9 Members, £10 Guests

THE HOUSE OF ST BARNABAS
10.50 for 11am Thursday 28th November
1 Greek Street, Soho
Tottenham Court Road

The House of St Barnabas is a Grade I Listed Georgian building notable for its rococo plasterwork
interiors and for other architectural features. Since 1862 the House has been run as a charity to
help those who have experienced homelessness. The name of the organisation was changed from
the "House of Charity" to the "House of St Barnabas" in 1951. The building functioned as a hostel
for women until 2006. The club at The House of St Barnabas opened in October 2013.
A private members' club aimed at fighting social exclusion might seem like an odd mismatch, but
this Soho not-for-profit is proof it can work. The House of St Barnabas ticks all the boxes of most
London members' clubs housed in a beautiful building, with a restaurant, bar and cultural events.
But it is also a charity aimed at breaking the cycle of homelessness. Among their activities are an
Employment Academy to support homeless jobseekers, mentoring and fundraising.
Tickets: £14 Members, £17 Guests
Please indicate if you would like to have lunch afterwards, possibly in the Members’ restaurant.
It is a little pricey (£17.50 to £19.50) but it would be a great experience.
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Music Club of London Programme: Autumn/Winter 2019

ANNUAL DINNER
Wednesday 15th January 2020
At the Royal Air Force Club
128 Piccadilly W1J 7PY
Drinks 7pm to 7.30. Dinner at 7.30
To avoid potential clashes with other events we shall celebrate together in the New Year
in the presence of an international guest celebrity from the world of music.
Please note the date in your diary now. A booking form will follow in our Newsletter.

MENU
Ham hock roulade with grain mustard & cranberry relish, garlic and crostini
Chicken Supreme ‘Pompadour’, artichoke fonds, pancetta and red wine lentils
served with Lyonnaise new potatoes and a selection of green beans
Apple, plum & frangipane tart with crème Anglaise
Coffee and petits fours
Vegetarian and special diet menus on request in advance
Pre-dinner drink: Mulled Wine
With meal: IGP Honore de Berticot (Sauvignon); Chateau la Gardera, Cotes de Bordeaux (Claret)

Tickets: £65
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TORBAY MUSICAL WEEKEND
Friday 15th to Monday 18th November
The Grand Hotel, Torquay
It is very agreeable to spend a winter weekend away from home before the pre-Christmas rush,
listening to music in comfortable surroundings amongst congenial companions who share your
interests and tastes. That is the secret behind the Torbay Musical Weekend and one of the
reasons for its remarkable success.
For 50 years music-lovers have gathered in Torquay every mid-November to meet old friends and
make new ones, and to listen and talk to a wide variety of people from the world of music, such as
critics, performers, composers, broadcasters, presenters and writers.
Good food, good company, good music – who could ask for anything more? At TMW, the audio
and video presentations will again be played over equipment of the highest quality. The Grand
Hotel offers many indoor and outdoor attractions as well as superior accommodation and quality
service.
Torbay Membership Secretary and MCL Member Gillian Babbs writes: We have been thrilled to
have MCL Members join us in the last couple of years and we’d love them to return.
As you may know, we are a non profit-making group who just meet once a year for music and
comradeship. It’s great fun in a very good hotel, right on the sea front in Torquay, next to the
railway station.
We started 50 years ago, when the Federation of Recorded Music Societies had an AGM
somewhere up country and the Torbay Group thought “We can do better than this!”. And here we
are, all this time on.
The £60 cost of the weekend’s events is covered by a Friends of Torbay subscription. Friends of
Torbay will book your room for you. Your contract for accommodation is with the Grand Hotel who
will require a deposit of £50 per person. Your bill will be settled in the normal way on your
departure.
The rates for rooms at the Grand Hotel are:
Friday dinner to Sunday tea
Friday dinner to Monday breakfast:

£232 per person
£304 per person

A booking form will be mailed out with the MCL Newsletter

gillianbabbs@waitrose.com
For the latest news about the Torbay Musical Weekend go to: www.fot.org.uk
where you will also find the booking form for this event.
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MCL VISIT TO THE LINNEAN SOCIETY
1st August 2019
Sue Chinn
Fifteen members of the Music Club of London assembled in the Meeting Room of the Linnean
Society, where we were welcomed by Isabelle, Archivist and Head of Collections. After giving a
brief history of the Society and the life of Carl Linnaeus, Isabelle divided us into two groups, each
visiting in turn the collections in the basement with her, and the library upstairs with archivist Liz.
The Society is named after Carl Linnaeus, the father of taxonomy, 1707-1778. (According to
Wikipedia the spelling is due to his being known as Carl von Linné after ennoblement, and the
Society name dates from 1802). His portrait is at the head of the Meeting Room, above an
impressive desk used to display specimens at meetings, and chair bearing Linnaeus’ coat of arms.
Linnaeus was ennobled for breeding the first freshwater mussel capable of producing a pearl.
The largest portrait in the room, however, is that of Charles Darwin,
commemorating the event for which the Society is best known. On 1 st July
1858 papers by Charles Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace were read to
the society, describing their separate conclusions on the ‘Theory of
Evolution by Natural Selection’. Neither author was present, Wallace
being in Malaya and Darwin having recently suffered the death of his
youngest child. Darwin had been collecting evidence for 20 years, and
was prompted to publish by Wallace sending him a letter describing
similar thoughts. There was little reaction to the papers; it was not until
the publication by Darwin of ‘On the origin of species by means of natural
selection’, in 1859, that uproar broke out. The portrait, the original, by
John Collier, was commissioned in 1883. Copies are in the National
Portrait Gallery and at Down House, Darwin’s home in Kent. A modern
portrait of Wallace based on photographs hangs next to that of Darwin.
Carl Linnaeus is famous for developing the binomial system of taxonomy of living organisms, by
genus and species (e.g. Homo sapiens). Linnaeus had played truant from school to collect plants,
but despite speaking only Swedish and Latin, studied aboard as well as at the University of
Uppsala in his native Sweden. He began his first classification system, ‘Systema Naturae’, while
abroad, which developed as specimens were collected.
After becoming Professor of Medicine and Botany at Uppsala he sent his students to collect
specimens from many parts of the world. Systema Naturae grew to many volumes, and changed
in content. Early editions, which we were shown, listed mythological creatures, although Linnaeus
probably did not believe they existed. Taxonomy of the plant kingdom was a ‘sexual system’,
based on counting stamens and pistils. It was unclear when or how this artificial system, unpopular
in France, was replaced by the binomial system in use today. He visited London in 1736.
After his death and that of his son, his widow offered his books, papers and specimens for sale for
around £1000 to Sir Joseph Banks, who had corresponded with Linnaeus, and was President of
the Royal Society. He declined to buy them himself, but persuaded James Edward Smith to
purchase them. They were shipped in 1784. A story that the ship was pursued by the King of
Sweden to try to retrieve the collection is probably apocryphal. Smith was also a botanist, and with
Banks founded the Linnean Society in 1788. After his death in 1828 the Society had to purchase
the Linnean collection of specimens from Smith’s widow. She did donate the letters but redacted
some of Smith’s correspondence. She lived until the age of 103, evidently a feisty lady. A portrait
of her as a gypsy girl is displayed on the staircase. The Society had various homes but moved to
the Royal Society of Arts in 1856, and it was there that the Darwin and Wallace papers were read.
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In 1873 the Society moved to its current purpose-built home in the courtyard of Burlington House,
along with a number of other learned ‘courtyard’ societies.
Women could attend meetings if accompanied by a man but were not admitted as fellows of the
Society until 1904. This was after years of campaigning, notably by the botanist Marian
Farquharson. The council finally agreeing to ballot members, who voted in favour in 1903. Of the
16 women proposed only 15 were admitted as Marian Farquharson was blackballed, and only
given fellowship in 1908. Sadly, she was then too ill to attend.
The collection of Linnaeus’ books, manuscripts and specimens were sent to
Woburn in 1938 for safe-keeping, and then during the cold war a vault was
constructed in the current premises. Linnaeus had collected books from the
end of the 15th Century, so spanning 300 hundred years of research. We
were shown his textbooks, in Latin, from his student years in Uppsala, his
notebook, and details of his first system of classification of animals, plants
and minerals. We saw his diary from a visit to Lapland to study the Sami people, which was mostly
written in Swedish but with scientific parts in Latin. Botanical specimens from the 18 th Century,
preserved between loose sheets, are among those in the collection, together with sea horses, fish,
insects and spiders.

On the way to the library we viewed one of Linnaeus’ original specimen
cabinets and a portrait of Linnaeus, aged 32, in his wedding suit.

The library, which is open to all researchers, has had grilles protecting the book collection
following a number of thefts. Some papers were lost when a porter sold them as waste paper in
1856. Copies of the published 1858 papers by Darwin and Wallace are displayed along with other
artefacts. A portrait of Sir Joseph Banks hangs in a prominent position.

Our thanks to Ann Archbold for organising an excellent visit.
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GHOSTS AND REVOLUTIONARIES IN WATERLOO,
ELIZABETH I IN NORTH LONDON.
Katie Barnes
It was a dark and stormy night, with the wind whistling around the portico of St John's, Waterloo,
when the old church opened its doors to Palace Opera's concert performance of The Turn of the
Screw on 7th March. Despite its cavernous size, the church proved to be an excellent venue for
this chamber work. Its orchestra-friendly acoustics highlighted each instrument in the small
ensemble and created a good balance between players and voices. Each instrument became a
vital character in the drama. Michael Thorne's taut, controlled reading brought out the spinechilling terror and seductive beauty of the score.
Although it was billed as a concert, with scores in use, it turned out to be one of those
performances which conveyed the spirit of the work as compellingly, or more so, than many fully
staged productions. Atmosphere is so crucial to this opera, and we got loads of it. Everything
radiated menace. Despite the warmth and the bright lighting I could feel ice trickling down my
spine.
All of the singers were completely inside their roles. Crucially, both of the children were performed
by young adults. The gains were obvious, as they could convey the extent of the characters'
corruption far more convincingly than real children could. One creepily sulphurous glance from
these horribly perfect infants was scarier than any Hammer movie. It was especially unsettling to
see how Chiara Vinci's choirboy-toned, horribly wicked Flora had more enthusiastically embraced
evil, while Miles, who for once appeared the younger of the two, still teetered on the brink of the
abyss. For the first time in my experience, Miles was sung by a woman, Elizabeth Morland. Clad in
a t-shirt, shorts and socks, her hair cropped, she was eerily boyish in voice and appearance. Her
voice was fuller than a child's but with the same purity, and her portrayal of the boy's terror and
unwilling enthralment was both pathetic and terrifying. "I am bad, aren't I?", usually a scary
challenge to the Governess, was hearbreaking, as were their confrontation in Miles' room and the
final battle for the boy's soul.
Faced with such knowing, frightening children, it was little wonder that Nicola Ihnatowicz's finely
sung Governess was a mass of nerves from the very beginning, hypersensitive to the increasing
pall of evil. She created a strong rapport with the glorious Mae Heydorn, who gave Mrs Grose's
narrative of Quint's rule and death all the tragic stature of a Verdi heroine. Zoe South's Wagnerian
soprano had power and to spare for Miss Jessel's deceptively taxing role and made the ghostly
governess unusually sympathetic in her memories of her tragedy and her longing for
companionship in her afterlife. Jonathan Finney was magnificent in the dual roles of the
nonchalant Prologue and the evil Quint, his crisp tenor ranging from the light, free-flowing
melismas that seduce Miles to snarling fury at the prospect of losing his prey. He should consider
singing more of the roles Britten wrote for Peter Pears.
On 31st March Zoe South was back at the same address for Midsummer Opera's Andrea
Chénier, the first of their two French revolution operas this year (Dialogues des Carmelites follows
in October). With its lavish opportunities for the chorus and its multiplicity of rewarding small roles,
Chénier is an ideal opera for this enthusiastic ensemble, with music director David Roblou in
charge of a thrilling performance.
As ever, Lynne McAdam's potent semi-staging, set across three platforms of varying height with
the orchestra as backdrop, had all the punch of a full production. A small sofa in Act I, cafe tables
with checkered cloths in Act II, a desk in Act III and a single chair in Act IV were all that was
needed to establish the different locations for each scene, and simple costumes, lavishly adorned
20

with tricoleurs and Phrygian caps, were enough to conjure up the Revolutionary era. Within this
simple framework the drama and the interplay of the large list of characters came across with
exceptional vividness. I liked the rapport between Maddalena and Gérard in Act I, where, in the
teeth of her mother's disapproval, she encouraged the humble footman to read. When they met
again in Act III she was happy to find that he remembered her and was able to smile
companionably at his recollections of her childhood, only to recoil in horror at the realisation that
he desired her. Their old bond was emphasised by the presence of one of her books on his desk.
The blocking for the chorus was cleverly done, sometimes keeping them to the side aisles, which
gave maximum effect to the occasions when they flooded across the platforms, including the end
of Act II and the trial in Act III, when I liked the ideas of placing Chénier's friend Roucher and
Maddalena's faithful maid Bersi among the crowd, and later of the jailer hurrying Idia Legray out of
the prison after Maddalena takes her place. This all added continuity to an opera where the lesser
characters can drop out of sight.
The large chorus, off-book as were the principals, threw themselves into the drama as aristocrats
and revolutionaries alike. Despite a cold John Upperton's singing as Chénier was on a heroic
scale, with a full, ringing tone, only succumbing to a slight hoarseness in the last of his four arias.
He developed the character well from the shy poet desperately ill at ease in the de Coigny salon to
the courageous man who faced down a Revolutionary tribunal. Zoe South, predictably, took the
place apart as Maddalena. La mamma morta soared and tore at the heartstrings as it should, and
she, too, progressed her character from bookish aristocrat to love-emboldened fugitive.
Premiered four years before Tosca, Chénier inescapably foreshadows the later work. For much of
the third act the tenor is in jail and the confrontation between the soprano and baritone, with the
threat of sexual blackmail, forms the heart of the piece. The crucial difference is that Gérard, easily
the most complex character in Giordano's opera, offers Maddalena the "Scarpia option", only to
find that he is too noble to go through with it. Andrew Mayor triumphed as the footman turned
Revolutionary whose ideals are crushed. His mighty aria, Nemico della patria, was deeply moving
and superbly sung. In X Factor parlance, all three smashed it.
Among the array of lesser characters, Steven Cviic excelled as a handsome, elegant, utterly
dangerous Incredibile, not the usual semi-comic fop but an alert agent with the voice of a Ferrando
and a rotten soul. Joanna Gamble's splendid bearing and cavernous voice gave the Contessa all
the hauteur of a spoiled aristocrat while suggesting the inner strength that would enable her to die
for Maddalena. Anna Loveday was a touching Bersi and Andre Andrade an arresting, magnetic
Roucher, and Robbie Haylett showed a marvellous youthful bass as Mathieu. Sue Anderson broke
every heart as blind Madelon and I liked the contrast between Mathieu and Gérard during her aria,
the one calmly accepting the old woman's sacrifice of her grandson and the other deeply
distressed. In the hands of this ensemble, Giordano's opera lived.
Further north, a happy coincidence gave us two Italian operatic takes on the reign of Elizabeth I.
English Touring Opera's rarity for their spring tour, launching at Hackney Empire, was Rossini's
Elisabetta, Regina d'Inghilterra. It made an interesting and enjoyable evening but I doubt that it
will return to the regular repertory. Parts of the score are already well known to opera goers, as
Rossini recycled the overture for Il Barbiere di Siviglia, part of the Queen's first aria made its way
into Rosina's Una voce poco fa, and other sections of the score were used by John Lanchbery for
Frederick Ashton's ballet La Fille mal Gardée. It was something of a culture shock to hear the
scampering overture as a prelude to this tale of jealousy and treachery. James Conway's
handsome production, in a lavish gold set with elegant period costumes, blessedly told the story in
a clear, straightforward way, although I failed to see why the chorus was kept massed at the back
of the stage during highly confidential exchanges between the principals.
Mary Plazas stole the show in the title role. Tiny, regal, capricious, implacable, she sailed through
Rossini's brilliant coloratura as though he had written it for her and kept the lonely Queen's secret
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pain and loneliness only just below the surface. She and Lucy Hall, as Leicester's secret wife
Matilde (daughter of Mary, Queen of Scots - the plot of this opera veers even further than usual
from historical accuracy) complemented one another beautifully, and Hall sang and acted most
touchingly.
The crunch point in the casting of almost any Rossini opera is the tenor element, and in this ETO
were not entirely successful. John-Colyn Gyeantey's treacherous Norfolk was a Hilliard miniature
oozing Iago-like winning charm, but at this early stage of the tour his voice too often skidded
around and across Rossini's precise ornamentation. Hopefully his singing will settle down later
during the long tour. Luciano Botelho as Leicester has more secure vocal equipment and
showcased it to gasp-inducing effect, yet the voice sounded cold and hard, lacking the warmth
which is essential if this florid music is to amount to anything more than display. I liked chorister
Joseph Doody's strong, sympathetic Guglielmo (Cecil) and Emma Stannard as Matilde's brother
Enrico. John Andrews took full advantage of the opportunity to conduct this rarely-heard piece,
and the audience were enormously appreciative.
Shortly afterwards OperaUpClose initiated their tour of Maria Stuarda at St Mary's Old Church,
Stoke Newington. There could scarcely be a more apt venue for an intimate performance of
Donizetti's opera than this enchanting little Elizabethan village church standing in a graveyard
almost hidden by the trees, where Elizabeth I is reputed to have worshipped while staying at the
manor house nearby. Kate Lane's touring set consisted of a shield-shaped platform with a
gleaming mirror finish which gave light and space to this small, dark venue, with timber
arrangements at either end which could be trees or crucifixes. In the fourth act, the only other light
came from candles, which was wonderfully atmospheric. We could smell the burning wax. The
stylish costume designs gave the men modern suits while the Queens' outfits brought out the
similarity in shape between Elizabethan dress and Dior's New Look in the 1950s. Elizabeth's smart
business suit blossomed into a farthingale with resplendent stand-up ruff and Mary's over-robe
was inspired by a Tudor surcoat.
The accompaniment was reduced to an appealing combination of piano, violin and clarinet, with all
three musicians playing superbly. Although there was no chorus, very little music was cut, as the
six principals' voices could cover the majority of the ensembles, most effectively in the final scene
where the Prayer, with Elizabeth's voice sounding forth from the tiny choir loft, was shatteringly
powerful.
With the audience only a whisker away from the performers, the slightest glance or change of
expression registered, enabling Robin Norton-Hale's perceptive production to delve into the
characters' emotions and relationships. For all Mary's courage in the face of death, we could
almost taste her inner terror and the cost of maintaining her hard-won composure, and Elizabeth's
hard outer shell could not quite conceal the vulnerable woman beneath. When they stared each
other down, the audience became a third party in their meeting.
Fittingly the two Queens were the stars of the show. Flora McIntosh's powerful, flexible mezzo
twined itself gorgeously around Donizetti's fluid vocal lines and she acted magnificently, especially
in the showdown with Elizabeth and in the confession scene, where her hallucination of Darnley
and Rizzio, only a breath away from my seat, fairly lifted the hair from my scalp. Philippa Boyle's
Elizabeth was a tough but lonely career woman. Her rich-toned, resplendent soprano was truly
regal and filled with threat and pathos. Cliff Zammit Stevens' honest, naive, pleasant-voiced
Leicester made the character something more than cannon fodder in the battle between the
Queens. Julian Debreuil's noble, powerful Talbot was deeply moving and Jan Capinski's Cecil
positively creepy, yet even he achieved one sympathetic moment when ashamed by Mary's
magnanimity. Catch this production if it comes your way.
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DAS RHEINGOLD AT GRIMEBORN
Grimeborn Opera Festival, Arcola Theatre, Ashwin St, Dalston, London E8 3DL
Fiona Maddocks
At its outset in 2007, Grimeborn’s punning name warned of a challenge to operatic safety and a
blunt one at that. Who was this festival for? What was its aim? Would those susceptible to the
bucolic lure of its assonant counterpart, Glyndebourne itself – high prices, world-class standards –
also have the credentials to engage with this audacious newcomer, based at the Arcola, an old
paint factory in east London? Or was it essentially a form of operatic class war?
So much has changed on the opera scene since Grimeborn began that it’s hard to think these
questions needed asking. It’s vital that they were, and continue to be addressed by this and other
plucky, small-scale outfits, too many to list. This month alone, Tête à Tête, Opera in the City,
Fulham Opera and Leeds Opera festival are all hard at work. It’s no longer a case of either or.
Opera needs this mixed artistic economy to thrive. Grimeborn may now be an essential fixture, but
it remains as bold and cage-rattling as ever, its ambitions capacious. Classics are transfigured,
new works premiered, young artists given opportunities, older ones with experience welcomed to
the fold. If you’re sensing that this six-week event is a quixotic rattle bag for everyone, you’ve
grasped its ethos. The frustration, for me, is in being unable to go to all 16 shows.
Das Rheingold, the first part of Wagner’s Ring cycle, was an opening highlight. Jonathan Dove’s
pared down version, made in 1990 for City of Birmingham Touring Opera, manages to be an
authentic sketch of the original, never mind the loss of orchestral amplitude. A total of 18 players in
the pit – the excellent Orpheus Sinfonia – may sound small, but it’s a large number for the Arcola.
The brass were hidden away in a gulley to the rear, an effect that worked, containing but not
muffling their dark resonance. The voices easily soared over the ensemble, while the ear, ever
beguiled by Dove’s faithful ingenuity, quickly adjusted to the thin (but capable) body of strings.
Many of the Rheingold team are already far along the Wagnerian road. The conductor, Peter
Selwyn, has worked on seven Ring cycles and assisted at Bayreuth. Paul Carey Jones, bursting
and rigid with cold self-regard, vocally magisterial as Wotan, a Wagner prize winner in 2013. (Look
out for his forthcoming Wotan at Longborough.) Claire Barnett-Jones (Fricka) and Harriet Williams
(Erda) also have Wagner on their CVs. Seth Carico’s mysteriously charming, rich-voiced Alberich,
Kiandra Howarth’s impassioned Freia/Woglinde and Gareth Brynmor John’s pretty boy Donner all
stood out. Julia Burbach’s production – following a top-class Rape of Lucretia here last year –
consisted of precarious piles of cardboard boxes and bags of polystyrene “gold”, in Bettina John’s
sets. Basic, yes, but it told the story effectively, spelling out loud and clear the folly that comes with
greed.

Fiona Maddocks is chief music critic of The Observer.
This review was first published in the Observer New Review
on 11th August 2019
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Grimeborn Das Rheingold Photo Gallery by Lidia Crisafulli
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RHINE GOLD DISCOVERED IN THE COTSWOLDS
Das Rheingold, Longborough Festival Opera, 11th June 2019
Katie Barnes
Photography: Matthew Williams-Ellis
How does Longborough do it? At a time when a Ring cycle can threaten to bankrupt an
international opera house, Longborough is serenely commencing on its second production of the
Ring in a decade, on a budget which is substantial for such a modest outfit but to a major house
would amount to the smell of an oil rag.
The answer, I believe, is that in this blessed corner of the Cotswolds, operatic sanity rules. Musical
and dramatic values are paramount and the production is a frame to enhance the music and the
drama. The limitations of the house (no fly tower and precious little wing space) become a virtue in
requiring productions to be simple and low-tech. Longborough's own equivalent to a Schalldeckel
(see note at the end of this review) keeps the orchestral sound perfectly balanced with that of the
singers and the house's warm acoustic caresses it.

Anthony Negus, the wizard of Longborough, worked his customary magic. More than any other
conductor I know, he understands the need for Wagner's long, arching musical lines to be
predominantly lyrical, for each instrument to be heard and for every word of the libretto to be
communicated. Wagner would surely approve. There could be no better setting for this cast of
predominantly young singers to grow into their roles. Truly this is the English Bayreuth and a
matchless training ground for the next Wagnerian generation.
Amy Lane's simple, direct production, surely enriched by her experience as staff producer for last
autumn's Covent Garden Ring, is true to the house ethos: it is simple, straightforward, true to the
text and the music, and has ideas which enhance the piece rather than distracting from it.
Rhiannon Newman Brown's single set increases the possibilities of the small stage space by
dividing it into two levels, with a central disc (or Ring?) nestled within a higher, curving walkway.
The central area is backed by a unit which can variously suggest the uneven surface of the
Rhine's bed and the peaks of Valhalla, and is raised by human (or rather Nibelung) hand to reveal
glowing tunnels in Nibelheim. But the scenic element is 'made' by Tim Baxter's projections which
effortlessly transport the audience between the opera's different locations and tracks each
development in the story. The use of projections can be a mixed blessing: if they are too 'busy',
they are a hopeless distraction from the foreground action (as demonstrated in Peter Sellars'
recent semi-staging of The Cunning Little Vixen at the Barbican), but these, with only very gentle
movement, enhance it wonderfully.
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Before the performance begins the screen shows a tree (the World Ash Tree?), silhouetted in soft
sunlight. During the Prelude the screen depicts a rapid descent through the waters of the Rhine to
its dark, gravelled bed where we seem to be drifting slowly through the water, gently borne along
by the current. The revels of the Rhinedaughters, gorgeously clad in gold, are one of the few
pieces of the production which I did not find convincing, apart from one lovely moment when the
three women, clinging together, sway as though caught by a change in the current. Alberich,
attired as a miner, is a strikingly sympathetic, even likeable character, not instinctively evil but only
choosing power in a moment of despair when he realises that he can never have love. The
Rhinegold's glow transforms the dark waters and the quartet quite literally bathe in it, smearing
gold over their faces and hands, a powerful visual metaphor for the gold's ability to corrupt even in
the depths of the river.
With Alberich's theft the light is extinguished and a rapid ascent to the surface during the Interlude
reaches the banks of the Rhine below the rocky peak topped by Valhalla, a piece of surprisingly
Brutalist architecture, perfectly reflected in the waters. Wotan's shrugging off of Fricka's complaints
demonstrates how he takes her for granted and how her love and pride in him is being steadily
eroded by her growing list of grievances. It will be interesting to see how this crucial relationship is
carried forward in Die Walküre. They are attended by two subservient women whose evidently
lowly status cements the low value placed upon women, even Goddesses, in this society, and
Wotan's attitude towards them made me wonder whether they are previous notches on his
bedpost. Freia's character is sharply drawn, not the usual panicking damsel but a woman keenly
aware of the horror of her situation and striving to keep her overwhelming terror under control. The
Giants enter riding on staircases which emphasise their supposed size (no perilous lift boots,
thank Heaven). As so often happens, Ein Weib zu gewinne is a turning point, with Fasolt
extending his hand to Freia while she advances towards him as though mesmerised, her terror
momentarily gone as she suddenly recognises her gigantic suitor's worth, until Fricka indignantly
pulls her away.
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Loge's arrival galvanises the scene. Clad in top hat and deep
red velvet tailcoat, he is the showman par excellence who
entertains, diverts and almost hypnotises his audience with
his tales of the Rhinedaughters' lost treasure. Only Fasolt is
immune: he has not renounced love, and it is notable that he
never actually consents to accept the gold as a replacement
for Freia. Fafner ruthlessly makes the decision for him. Freia
is bundled onto Fasolt's staircase and drawn out of sight as
the back projection changes to an exquisitely lit golden apple
tree. During Loge's aria, as the gods collapse the leaves fall
from the tree and the picture turns to desolate grey.

A swift descent into Nibelheim reveals a maze of deep caverns, peopled not only by the terrified
Mime but by two Nibelungs, the two dancers who also play the Gods' attendants, whose
movements eloquently describe their oppression (all credit to Johannes Stepanek's
choreography). They raise the unit backing the lower level of the set to reveal a maze of glowing
tunnels large enough to admit a crawling Nibelung or to contain wagons of gold.
There is evidently a strong bond of sympathy between Alberich's three slaves and the two women
who hasten to Mime's aid when the invisible Alberich torments him. But although Alberich has won
wealth and power it seems to have brought him little joy: the plutocrat's pleasure in this scene
seems false compared with his genuine happiness when wooing the Rhinedaughters. Perhaps the
Ring is cursed already.
The horror of his transformation into a serpent is tellingly depicted by a single reptilian eye, filling
the projection screen, which glares unblinkingly at Wotan and Loge. The tiny toad is trapped in
Loge's top hat. After the gods have departed with their prisoner, Mime joins the Nibelung women
in a dance of triumph which again is notable for the deep concern they display towards one
another. Alberich may have renounced love, but he could not eradicate compassion from his
kingdom.
Back at Valhalla the light has changed
from the brightness of morning to a red
glow heralding sunset and the scene
darkens further as the day wears on.
The standoff between Wotan, Alberich
and Loge is marvellously tense and the
production brings out so well how
Wotan's theft of the gold succeeds
because the other two are basically
honest and cannot believe that he
could stoop so low. Loge pointedly
registers his displeasure (and, one
suspects, his disillusion) by sitting with
his back to Wotan
Freia and Fasolt have evidently reached an understanding during her sojourn in Riesenheim and
she keeps close to him while the details of her ransom are agreed. Her concealment by the gold is
not convincing and should be rethought prior to the cycle: Fafner produces an easel behind which
she kneels, her face covered by a veil, and whole buckets of gold are wasted by being placed
either side of the easel, where they do nothing to hide her, while a void is left in the middle where
her face is clearly visible and would need considerably more than the Ring and Tarnhelm to
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conceal her. But this allows us to see the poignant moment when she deliberately unveils and
gazes straight at Fasolt through the void as her plaintive motif sounds. For the first but not the last
time in the Tetralogy a woman's decision to choose love changes everything.
In a brilliant stroke Erda is revealed standing
behind the screen in silhouette at first, towering
over the erring gods and she fades away as
Wotan reaches for her. He places the Ring on
the crossbar of Fafner's easel, leaving the giants
to argue over it while Fafner greedily gathers up
the gold and tries to palm Fasolt off with a single
bucketful. Fasolt's murder, felled by a single blow
of Fafner's mighty fist, is made all the more
horrible by the fact that the singers look
sufficiently alike that they could be brothers. The
devastated Freia tries to reach out to the dead
giant’s body, but Froh gently holds her back.
Once again, compassion wins out even when
love has been destroyed.
Donner conjures a rainbow which arches over
Valhalla and is reflected in the still waters below
to form a perfect ring around the fortress. But in
the crowning touch of visual magic, as Loge and
the Rhinedaughters hint at disaster, the agonised
Wotan bows his head over his spear as though
the weight is too great to be borne and the
rainbow and its reflection burst into flames. The
gods' punishment has already begun.
The evening's star performance came from the exciting
Mark Stone, whose Alberich was full of eagerness,
warmth and tenderness in his encounter with the
Rhinedaughters, only allowing bitterness and hatred to
take over to stop the cruel girls from being able to hurt
him. He is a hugely charismatic performer and sang
with the lyric beauty which all Wagner roles, including
this one, require. His success is all the more
remarkable because his biography gives no hint that
he has sung any major Wagner before. Close on his
heels came Mark Le Brocq, the only holdover from the
2013 cast, as a Loge with a heldentenor's easy,
graceful vocal amplitude - it is no surprise to learn that
he will sing Siegmund next year - with a command of
the stage so total that he grabbed our attention even
when sitting with his back to the audience, and perfect
delivery of the text.Beside the vividness of these two,
Darren Jeffery's Wotan was more of a first draft. The
essentials are all there - a fine, deep, resonant voice, strong stage presence, considerable acting
ability - but at present he needs more experience in the role to bring everything together.Madeline
Shaw's plaintive Fricka, full of regal rage in her stillness, promises well for the emotional
battleground of Die Walküre, and Mae Haydorn's Erda was simply sumptuous. Marie Arnet
brought unexpected complexity to Freia, who can see beyond her terror at being used as a
bargaining counter to strike out on her own and seek happiness with the one person who truly
values her, and her voice sounds ready for heavier duty Wagnerian roles.
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Madeleine Shaw and Darren Jeffrey

Marie Arnet

The Giants were especially striking. Simon Wilding's strong voice and powerful presence gave
Fafner an unaccustomed dignity which ensured that he did not rule by terror alone - Siegfried Act
II should be a treat - and Pauls Putniņš' poignant and passionate Fasolt touched more hearts than
Freia's. Adrian Dwyer's Mime was a brief, bold sketch which I look forward to seeing developed in
Siegfried. Wyn Pencarreg was a sterling Donner and Elliot Goldie's substantial, bronzed tones
made much of Froh's all too few pronouncements. At first he seemed a little stiff onstage, but the
character suddenly came to life at the moving moment when Froh comforted Freia after Fasolt's
death. Mari Wyn Williams stood out among the delectable trio of Rhinedaughters.
All power to Longborough! The only problem now is that I have to wait a whole year for the next
instalment...

ESSENTIAL HARMONY
SCHALLDECKEL
In her review (above) Katie writes with regard to the Longborough acoustic: “The limitations of the
house (no fly tower and precious little wing space) become a virtue in requiring productions to be
simple and low-tech. Longborough's own equivalent to the Schalldeckel keeps the orchestral
sound perfectly balanced with that of the singers.”
A Schalldeckel (“sound cover”) is to be found above the pulpit in churches to help the preacher's
words to heard throughout the building. In the Bayreuth Festspielhaus the orchestra space is
covered with a wooden semicircular structure which throws the sound in the direction of the stage.
(Rupert Christiansen describes the Longborough acoustic as: “designed on a Golden ratio that
allows every member of the audience seven cubic metres of air.”)
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SHIP OF THE DAMNED
Der fliegende Holländer, Oper Leipzig, 12th May 2019
Katie Barnes
Seldom, if ever, have I seen an operatic evening veer so far between the ridiculous and the
sublime as Michiel Dijkema's Der fliegende Holländer for Oper Leipzig. It started out badly for me
because I have an inbuilt resistance to productions which rely upon projected messages to explain
the producer's motives (the recent Queen of Spades at Covent Garden was a dire case in point).
In this case, during the Prelude and at strategic points throughout the action screens descended
from the flies, upon which were projected extracts from Heine's fable of the Flying Dutchman from
Memorien des Herrn von Schnabelewopski, which was also quoted extensively in the programme.
Each screen faithfully quoted its source. These constant interruptions reduced the production to a
mere commentary upon the opera: it was hard for the audience to concentrate upon the action or
relate to the characters' plight while Heine's detached, cynically amused retelling of the tale was
pushed into our faces. Dijkema also appeared to be preoccupied with old engravings with scant
relevance to the story: Heine's mention of the Flying Dutchman play which he saw in Amsterdam
was sufficent to introduce a screen with an engraving of an eighteenth century auditorium, with the
audience and orchestra looking towards the viewer, and a little later another screen showed an old
engraving of beached whales, which subsequently rose to reveal the Dutchman lying face down
on the seashore amid three enormous whales. While the image of the Dutchman being cast
ashore (voll Überdruss wirft mich das Meer ans Land) was undeniably striking, the whales
inevitably dwarfed and distracted from the action.
It was a pity, because when Dijkema wasn't indulging in such visual irrelevancies, he showed that
he could create a powerful, involving and highly theatrical production. Daland's crew first appeared
on two moving platforms on the stage's mighty revolve, and their movements convincingly
suggested the ship pitching in the waves. Daland initially appeared to be a cheerful soul, but his
brutal treatment of his injured crewmen, notably the Steeurmann, whose leg was encased in
bloody bandages, betrayed his self-seeking callousness. The Dutchman's treasure was contained
in the belly of a whale, and it turned my stomach to see Daland crawling deep into the whale in
search of further plunder and then emerge, his face smeared with blood. The Dutchman, ghastly
pale, his hair long and straggly, clad in a threadbare sixteenth century costume, was so ancient
that he seemed to have cobwebs hanging from him. Like Janacek's Emilia Marty, his overlong life
had deadened every emotion in him save bitterness and despair.
In Act II Mary, a fearsome eye-patched governess, presided over a cotton mill, with the female
chorus in drab national dress sorting and carding fibres while huge spindles whirled overhead and
Senta sat, embracing a large framed picture to her breast and gazing happily into space. Her
gown was a vivid blue with the skirt ornamented with ruffles which suggested the waves of the
sea. The picture was passed from hand to hand a number of times but the back was always kept
towards the audience until the start of the Ballade, when with awful intensity Senta held it out to
the chorus - and the canvas was completely black. I was unsure of the reason for this: did it
indicate that each person must have their own image of the Dutchman, or that he only existed in
Senta's imagination? Her obsession made her dangerous: at the climax of the Ballade she
grabbed a terrified woman and tried to strangle her before pushing her away, yet her fixation with
a fantasy became more understandable when reality, in the form of the whining Erik, arrived. How
such a determined woman could give this whimperer a second thought was a mystery.
The Dutchman entered unseen, crossing behind her as she cradled the picture and murmured the
Ballade. Turning suddenly on the last note, she all but collided with him and backed away in
astonishment, leaving the picture in his hands. Interestingly, when he looked at it he did not react
as though he recognised himself. Their relationship developed slowly but intensely. Even when
faced with the woman who might redeem him he remained remote, glaring out suspiciously at the
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world which had used him so ill, and she had to curb her blazing eagerness to throw herself right
at him. They seemed to be exchanging their thoughts as they slowly came together, until, in a
touching reminiscence of courtly manners when he was young, he dropped to one knee and
kissed her hand. She bent down and kissed him passionately, and suddenly he came to life,
arching backwards, overwhelmed with wonder, recalled to humanity at last while she backed
away, confused, before they slowly came towards one another and stood, heads bowed and
foreheads touching, as Daland returned.
The prelude to Act III found the Steeurmann in amorous dalliance with his Madel, who had been
present during his Act I aria. They were rudely interrupted by the chorus exhorting him to leave the
watch while the girl fled. During the dance Senta ran in, dragging the bemused Dutchman by the
hand, and they danced briefly before she pulled him offstage. Her dress was a duplicate of her Act
II gown, but was as crimson as the sails of his ship. As the chorus sang the revolve turned to
reveal the Dutchman's crew, all as ancient as he, in ragged white sixteenth century costumes,
standing and sitting motionless while Daland's crew and the women surrounded them, placing
bread and wine before them while trying to get some reaction from them. After the women had
gone, the Dutchman's crew slowly stood, turned, and walked away to the back of the stage,
pursued by the jeers of Daland's men
Then came one of the most astonishing
effects I have ever seen in an opera
house. Daland's crew crowded to one
side, and amid a dense blue mist we
glimpsed a ship, sideways on, with the
Dutchman's crew on board. It turned
about and headed straight for the
audience, three-masted, its crimson
sails billowing. The crew, with flaming
torches in their hands, silently loaded
and fired cannon at imaginary foes,
mocking and pointing as they did so.
The ship was massive, it filled the
stage and continued to advance until it
overhung the pit and the bowsprit jutted out over the stalls. The excitement among the audience
was intense, we simply could not believe what we were seeing. When it turned about again, the
bowsprit almost touched the stage boxes, and as it vanished into the mist the audience broke into
spontaneous applause. It was stunning.
While we were still recovering, the next scene hove into view. It was Senta's bedroom, and she
and the Dutchman were asleep in bed with her arm around him protectively and their clothes
scattered about. Now we understood why they were in such a hurry to abandon the party. Erik
crashed into the room and whipped the bed sheet off them, awakening her. Horrified, she
snatched it back, wrapped herself in it and hid behind the bed while she dressed. In spite of
herself she was troubled by Erik's protestations, and while her attention was on him the Dutchman
awoke and silently dressed, glaring unceasingly at the scene before him. He could not be shocked
or surprised: he had been betrayed so many times that it was only to be expected now. He was all
set to storm out, but Senta seized his arm, Erik seized hers, and the Trio became a tug-of-war with
her in the middle. As the others returned, the 'auditorium' drop descended, Senta rushed to the
Dutchman, kissed him passionately for the last time, and ran out behind the drop. A sail yard rose
above the drop with Senta standing on it, her back to the audience. The chorus crowded around
the Dutchman as a huge shadow of a falling figure fell across the stage. The drop flew up to reveal
Senta lying dead. Daland and Mary rushed to her side, Erik knelt in grief, the chorus dispersed in
terror, and the Dutchman stood, motionless, his back to the audience... until, on the very last
chord, his clothes collapsed in a heap and a handful of dust drifted out. For the second time that
night, the audience gasped aloud.
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As ever in this house, the chief glory was in hearing the Leipzig Gewandhaus's peerless
interpretation of Wagner's sublime score, with Christoph Gedschold in sure command. The
orchestra's uniquely rich, fluid sound seemed to flow over us like a flood. Only three nights earlier I
had heard them play Bruckner's fifth symphony as I never expect to hear it played again this side
of Paradise.
Iain Paterson goes from strength to strength. Despite a production which frequently threatened to
upstage the singers, the still, grim tragedy of his Dutchman, barely able to thaw into love,
constantly gripped our attention and his singing was truly magnificent. The glorious Christiane
Libor, singing Senta on a Brünnhilde-plus scale, matched him with an intensity as febrile as his
was impassive. The production gave Daland something of a split personality, part ruthless and
callous, part red-bearded clown in a laughably loud check suit. Randall Jakobsch reached through
the contradictions to show the rotten soul beneath the apparent cosiness, and his singing was fine.
It may have been due to the production's view of Erik that Ladislav Elgr sounded so unappealingly
whiny: he fulfilled what the producer required of him but I could not warm to his voice or
characterisation. Karin Lovelius, whom I have seen as an excellent Waltraute and First Norn at
this address, was a stalwart Mary and Dan Karlström a sweet-toned, likeable Steeurmann. The
massive chorus was beyond praise. If this production is ever revived, I would make the twelvehour rail journey to Leipzig again just to hear the Gewandhaus play the score and to see that ship.
This review was originately written for the current issue of Wagner News.

LONGBOROUGH DAS RHEINGOLD: AN AFTERTHOUGHT
A discussion with Katie Barnes
Roger Lee
In her review of Longborough Festival Opera’s Das Rheingold on pages 23 to 27 Katie Barnes
writes at the point of Fasolt’s murder: “The devastated Freia tries to reach out to her lover’s body.”
For me the word “lover” implies something reciprocal and perhaps (ahem) something more
physical.
Katie explained that she felt that the word “lover” had been appropriate because in this production
Freia and Fasolt were being very affectionate and Freia in fact tried to change the course of
events to stay with him. She added: "Did you see the ENO production in 2004, when Freia nearly
kissed Fasolt's face off, glared at the gods and defiantly sank her teeth into an apple? Something
had definitely been going on during Freia's stay at Riesenheim”.
In her review Katie observed: “For the first but not the last time in the tetralogy a woman's decision
to choose love changes everything.” The idea of Freia trying to change the course of events
provides a fresh angle from which to assess this character. Back to our chat, Katie told me that
she was very impressed by the idea of Freia ceasing to be a passive character and, like her niece
by marriage Brünnhilde, choosing love rather than the gods. “She becomes the first woman in The
Ring to make a decision that changes what will follow - just like Erda (warning Wotan), Sieglinde
(helping Siegmund to win the sword and abandoning her dreadful marriage for him), Fricka
(forcing Wotan to abandon Siegmund), and Brünnhilde (defying Wotan to help Siegmund and later
to keep the Ring, then betraying Siegfried and initiating the Immolation). Only Gutrune is more or
less passive, though even she turns on Hagen at the end. Maybe Wagner was a more feminist
composer than has been thought. I forget who once wrote that if Wagner's female characters held
a women's rights meeting, Brünnhilde would be in the chair but Elsa and Sieglinde probably
wouldn't attend.”
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HARMONY ESSENTIALS
SITZPROBE (PART 2)
Soprano Lee Bisset and conductor Ben Woodward complete our behind-the-scenes
glimpse into the world of opera performance as explained by practitioners of the art.

Lee Bissett
The sitzprobe is the first time we sing with the orchestra. Typically in a four week rehearsal period
we might start with a day of music rehearsals, but thereafter until the sitzprobe everything is very
much focussed on staging. We might start each staging rehearsal with a run through with the
pianist and conductor without staging, and we will stop and fix little sections musically, but
otherwise we are always doing something else as well as singing in these rehearsals - getting to
grips with a prop, trying to fix a walk across the stage to arrive at a particular point in the music,
trying to embrace a tenor, and so on.
At the sitzprobe the music is the only thing we focus on. We sit or stand in a line in front of the
conductor with our scores in front of us and concentrate on the music and good singing.
Depending on the composer it can be quite disorientating to sing with the orchestra for the first
time: we are used to hearing the percussive plonk of a piano to give us certain cues, which with
the orchestra may disappear into a shimmer of strings. A good rehearsal pianist tries his best to
play like an orchestra, but the piano score can never include everything in the orchestra, so we
may also hear new things such as a little fanfare from a trumpet that wasn’t in the piano reduction.
At the same time it is the first time that the orchestra hears the singers. They will have been
rehearsing on their own, and adding the melodic line of the voice will help things make sense for
them too. In music where the orchestra follows the voice, such as Donizetti, Rossini or Verdi, the
orchestra also has to learn what the singer will do, the tiny signals that the singer sends that say
hurry up here, slow down here, and yes, I am about to finish my high note.
While on one hand the brain is making furious calculations about the new information it is getting
from the orchestra, the voice is in heaven. No piano can emulate the cushion of sound that 40 to
100 instrumentalists can give the voice and everything becomes much easier to sing. I say you
sing with your full concentration on the music and voice, but it’s not like just singing a concert. The
way you sing and the colours you choose are all informed by the work that has been done in the
previous weeks of staging rehearsals. It is exhilarating and one of my favourite parts of the
rehearsal process.

Ben Woodward
A rehearsal with piano is known as a Music Call. The Sitzprobe is always about the orchestra, and
most conductors and singers I know would say that this is their favourite part of the rehearsal
process. Many musicians say: "Sitz Day: The Best Day".
From a conductor's point of view, it is often the day when you find the greatest level of musical
accuracy from the singers, as it is the last day when they generally have their books in front of
them! It is also the day when you discover all the potholes to trip over what until now a good
repetiteur has made go more smoothly for you, so it’s the day when the conductor really has to
know the work. It's also the day when the singers can feel fully supported and when they hear all
of the different colours behind them for the first time, as the piano reductions from which we
rehearse on a rehearsal stage often have bits missed out due to the inconvenience of pianists
having only ten fingers.
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ESSENTIAL HARMONY
PING (PART 2)
Bass baritone Paul Carey Jones, soprano Catherine Woodward and conductor Ben Woodward
share the benefit of their experience to complete this insight into the art of singing.

Paul Carey-Jones
The more I talk to people about music - and singing in particular - the more convinced I am that
listening is a far more subjective experience than most of us have been brought up to believe or
acknowledge. Of course, our inner response to what we hear will vary according to our
sensibilities, personality, mood, life experiences and so on - that’s the beauty and fascination of
art, but I suspect that what we actually hear, or rather how our brains translate the same vibrations
of air molecules into interpretations of sound, also varies hugely..
It’s a potentially prickly subject, especially in classical music, which is at least implicitly based to
some degree on the idea that there are right and wrong ways of doing things. Where would it
leave competitions, for instance, in which a vast amount of time, effort and money are invested?
And yet how many times have we sat in a singing competition and sworn blind that the jury must
be crooked, incompetent, hard of hearing, or some combination of all three, since to our ears there
was a clear winner who has gone inexplicably unrewarded?
In fact the very act of singing with accompaniment involves a certain sleight of hand, or should I
say, larynx. When one pauses to consider it, how on earth can a single unassisted voice be heard
over the sound of dozen of other humans, each armed with a machine for making noise?
The illusion becomes even more fascinating the closer one gets. Singers will often wander into the
auditorium when their colleagues are performing, and often wonder at how different they sound
from a distance, in good ways and sometimes bad.
So how is it done? Well, this is where “ping” comes in. As befits a concept shrouded in the arcane
arts, it goes by several other names - blade, squillo, resonance, carry, and so on - but the term to
which we should pay most attention is the singer’s formant. This is the peak in resonance in a
trained singer’s voice which gives it that aural penetrating power. It is at a far higher frequency
than the overall peak of an orchestra’s sound: studies often quote something like 3000Hz
(vibrations per second) as opposed to around 500Hz for the orchestra.
Studies have found that peak to be more pronounced in operatic voices as compared to folk
singers, who are in turn more resonant than their pop-singing cousins. Bear in mind that this is a
separate consideration from the loudness of the voice - it’s a measure of what proportion of the
voice’s acoustic energy is focused at that peak. That’s what gives a voice its carrying power,
especially over a thickly-orchestrated accompaniment, and a voice with a more focused resonance
(in other words, a more pronounced formant) will carry more effectively than a less focused voice,
even if the latter is far louder when measured in decibels across the range.
The numbers are worth considering here, in that 3000 Hz lies almost three full octaves above
concert A - in other words, higher than any human voice could reasonably be asked to sing, and
certainly not a note which appears in any standard operatic role. This means it’s the higher
harmonics - the faster vibrations above the pitch of the actual note being sung - that help the voice
carry, and why you’ll hear even lower-voiced singers talking a lot about finding and maintaining a
“high resonance”.
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Catharine Woodward
“Ping” is certainly not loudness. A well produced “small’ and quiet voice can carry over an
orchestra and to the back of a theatre more easily than a badly produced “large’/loud voice. The
human instrument is a strange and wonderful thing. The sound is produced by two tiny flaps of
muscle (the length of the average woman’s vocal folds is about the diameter of a 10p piece), and
yet it is amplified by the body in such a way as some voices register as louder than a jet engine.
Ping is what allows opera singers to do this without strain or forcing anything. The technique to do
this for most (there are of course people with natural aptitudes) is developed over many years of
practice
For me, I experience it as very active muscles surrounding my diaphragm engaging to pull out and
down, controlling in minute detail the airflow to my cords. At the same time there is something
harder to describe happening in the back of my throat, in my soft palate and in my tongue. I can
feel the sound vibrate in my head and in my sternum.
It has not been my instinct to do this. The idea that often to be louder (or rather to carry further)
requires less air has been hard to come around to. sometimes I almost miss the familiar squeeze
on my throat to create the right pitch by force, how easy it is to let the root of my tongue push
down to “create more space” when in reality all it did was cause a wobble through its tight
vibrations, simultaneously making the sound seem louder in my head (as it was louder right there,
directly between my ears, just inhibited in travelling any further).
So what inhibits ping? Direct physical problems: inconsistent airflow, too much or too little air.
tensions in the body gripping the larynx directly so it can’t vibrate freely, tensions that get in the
way of the sound vibration. Alexander Technique remains a useful point of call for all aspiring
classical singers. These can be conscious or subconscious. Often the very simple act of listening
to oneself is the heart of the problem. If you are constantly listening and adjusting so that you hear
the best sound, that best sound will only be for your own ears. I will never forget my husband’s
surprise listening in the wings of a good theatre. The sound was pinging out to the back of the
auditorium, and therefore not sideways, to him.
So a lot of ping comes from ensuring the best set up below the cords and then staying out of the
way of the sound once it’s made, allowing it space and gently directing it so the vibration hits all
the best spots of our bodies and skulls. We can also work above the cords to achieve more ping
which is essentially judicious use of twang: that quality of sound which seemingly is part and
parcel of certain accents and languages. That quality that makes one wince at certain American
tourists for example, as everyone in the museum has no choice but to hear their every thought.
All of these elements are delicate and are easily overdone or underdone. Add to that language,
text, staging, conductors and colleagues and it’s a miracle you can hear us at all!

Ben Woodward
“Ping” is the spin in the voice that allows it to hurtle across an orchestra pit to the back row of a
theatre. I call it “Spin”. It is generally created by a singer having a really good connection between
their breath support that then bounces off the hard surface of the roof of the mouth (the palate) not
constricted by the tongue, and then sent forward through carefully formed vowels.
With this operatic technique the column of air starts much lower in the body and it naturally
vibrates to create a warmth in the sound: vibrato. Straight-voiced singers’ columns of air are often
higher up the chest cavity and this may not provide the ping required to get over the top of an
orchestra on its own.
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OVERTURE OPERA GUIDE: DIE ZAUBERFLÖTE
Editor: Gary Kahn

Reviewing this new guide in the June 2019 issue of BBC
Music Magazine, Anthony Pryer writes: “The books in this
new series of ENO opera guides have retained the same
organisational approach as the very successful originals
from the 1980s. There is a chapter on the wider cultural
context (Nicholas Till on the Enlightenment), a run-through
of the musical items and dramatic actions (deftly addressed
by Julian Rushton), an enticing summary of the work’s
production history (by Hugo Shirley), and a translation of
the full text (lucidly accomplished by Kenneth Chalmers).
“The contentious issues of this fascinating work find an
illuminating outlet here: the freemasonry, the misogyny, the
link with other ‘fairytale’ operas of the time and the struggle
between good and evil – the latter shockingly represented
by an ‘hysterical woman allied with a black slave’ (the
Queen of the Night and Monostatos).”

In the July 2019 issue of Opera George Hall writes: “Mozart’s opera has been around for nearly
230 years, and as Hugo Shirley reminds us in his wide-ranging and expertly researched selective
performance history—one of three major essays included in the present volume—it is currently,
according to operabase.com, the second most popular opera globally (after La traviata). As such,
ever since 1791 it has been and continues to be performed in many different languages and in
productions of innumerable shapes and sizes.
“Shirley documents some of the most characteristic, significant or influential approaches as well as
changes met with over that long history: particularly notable in our day has been an attempt to
solve the problem of Monostatos’s colour, which has (surely rightly) required some textual
revision. Shirley notes as significant a long-running ENO production by Nicholas Hytner that
opened in 1988 with a black Tamino (Tom Randle) and a white Monostatos.
“A historian of opera whose Mozart and the Enlightenment (1992) remains an essential guide,
Nicholas Till explores that subject more succinctly in relation to Die Zauberflöte in his essay, in
particular Mozart’s relationships with Freemasonry and more especially Rosicrucianism—
something he had in common with Debussy and Satie—and the way in which not only the number
three but the number 18 is embedded in the score. He, too, touches on contemporary issues in
relation to the work’s (and Freemasonry’s, and also the Enlightenment’s) attitudes to women, while
noting that in the opera the gradual emancipation of Pamina goes a long way towards
contradicting them: ‘Pamina’, he suggests, ‘is not just the prize for Tamino’s trial but his necessary
partner in that ordeal.’
“The third major article is by Julian Rushton, whose number-by-number account of the music is full
of worthwhile observations. He notes that in both the score and the libretto the dialogue between
Tamino and a member of Sarastro’s community outside the doors of the Temple is conducted with
‘an elderly priest’, and not with the so-called Speaker, who both speaks and sings in Act 2. As
usual with these guides there is a full libretto and translation (an exact and graceful one by
Kenneth Chalmers), and a useful discography, videography, bibliography and list of websites, as
well as 16 pages of photographs and five of musical examples.”
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In the September 2019 issue of Gramophone Tim Ashley writes:
“This beautifully written guide to Die Zauberflöte examines Mozart’s opera primarily as a thing of
paradoxes. With its loose-limbed narrative and spectacular dramaturgy, it draws upon traditions of
popular Viennese theatre not dissimilar to British pantomime, yet it is also, as Nicholas Till reminds
us in his study of the work’s genesis, ‘a symbolic drama with a serious social and spiritual
message’. For many years it was regarded as a noble expression of Enlightenment values, yet it is
precisely those values that are nowadays found wanting. Emanuel Schikaneder’s libretto is
peppered with remarks about women that are sexist to the point of mysogyny, and there is blatant
racism in the figure of Monostatos, who is portrayed as evil simply because he is black.
“That the work is rooted in Masonic symbolism is well known, though even here we need to
proceed with caution, for Freemasonry in late 18th Century Austria was by no means doctrinally
consistent. Till explores Die Zauberflöte as a product of conflicts between those lodges that saw
Freemasonry primarily in terms of scientific rationalism and those which espoused more esoteric
beliefs. Mozart ascribed to the latter view, and Till examines the arcane elements that form the
work’s backbone in fascinating detail, in particular the central antagonism between light and
darkness, spirit and matter with its origins in Gnostic and Zoroastrian dualism. He contextualises
the opera’s sexism as a reflection of masonic male values but also points out the subversive
nature of Pamina’s voluntary decision to join Tamino in his initiatory trials which in Freemasonry
itself are an exclusively male preserve. Monostatos, meanwhile, is ‘the stereotypical nonEuropean Other who threatens the supposedly superior values of European culture’ identified in
Mozart’s day with the Ottoman threat to the Habsburg Empire.
“Julian Rushton, in his essay on the score, tacitly agrees with him, linking Monastatos’ music with
the alla turca style associated with Osmin in Die Entführung aus dem Serail. Rushton’s
examination of the work’s stylistic complexities is, as one might expect, marvellously lucid. He
Analyses the dramatic impact of the score’s extreme stylistic range, which embraces Ppageno’s
popular songs at one end to the Queen of the Night’s opera seria showstoppers at the other and
also emphasises passages where Mozart breaks new ground: Pamina’s description of her father
carving the flute ‘is another of those free, declamatory yet expressive vocal passages that
characterise some of the most moving passages in this opera and point most strongly to the
operas of the 19th Century: Weber, even Wagner’.
“Hugo Shirley, meanwhile, impressively surveys the work’s performance history in the third essay.
Die Zauberflöte has never been out of the repertory, though in the 19th Century, treatment of both
score and text was notably cavalier. Paris first heard it in 1801 as Les Mystères d'Isis revamped to
include additional music from Don Giovanni and Le nozze di Figaro. In Britain it was given more
often than not, in Italian as Il flauto magico. Interpretations in the 20th and 21st Centuries have
been coloured inevitably, by the concerns, political as well as aesthetic, of their times. Monostatos,
in particular has provoked contradictory responses on the part of directors, some of whom have
rewritten the libretto to eliminate reference to his being black (Nicholas Hytner at ENO in 1998,
David McVicar at Covent Garden in 2003) while others have retained the original text in the name
of authenticity or contextualisation (Pierre Audi in Amsterdam in 1995 and Salzburg in 2006, Peter
Stein at La Scala in 2016).
“The guide also contains a new translation by Kenneth Chalmers of Shikaneder’s libretto, given
absolutely complete and reminding us how much of the dialogue is nowadays cut, both in the
theatre and on disc, often to the detriment of both narrative and psychology. A fascinating and
often illuminating study of a complex work, it’s well worth reading, whether you’re unfamiliar with
Die Zauberflöte or know the opera backwards.”
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LONDON: MUSIC CAPITAL OF THE WORLD?
Michael Bousfield
Sometime back I was chatting with some opera friends who live in the delightful Rhineland city of
Koblenz. I commented, rather enviously, on how well served they are with virtually any mediumsized German city boasting its own operahouse. They looked at me in disbelief: “Surely, Michael,
you know that London is the music capital of the world? We are the ones envying you!”
Are they correct? Let’s remind ourselves of what our capital has to offer We have two permanent
opera companies with the world’s finest ballet and opera music. A short trip in summer gives us
four months of opera at Glyndebourne and a shorter season at Longborough plus other
companies such as Grange Opera, Grassington, etc. We also have the smaller fringe opera
companies, for example this summer we have had Fulham Opera producing Die Meistersinger
and Grimeborn Opera Das Rheingold.
As I write the Proms, the largest music festival in the world is taking place at the Albert Hall with
the finest musicians, singers, conductors and orchestras that could possibly be assembled. Look
at the programme for the wonderful Wigmore Hall. It lists up to two music events almost every day
of the year. There are any number of super concerts, lunchtime recitals in various churches, halls
and other venues, again almost every day of the year. Sadly, high winds and days of unseasonal
rain forced the cancellation of Jose Carreras’ farewell concert at Kenwood in June.
Apart from these venues, what about the Southbank Centre, the Barbican, Cadogan Hall and the
various public events and recitals held regularly at the music colleges? For music that might
stretch the experience of many of us there is The Round House in Camden.
Many London theatres are reviving 1950s and 1960s Hollywood musicals and Phantom of the
Opera seems to run forever. Last year Jesus Christ Superstar was performed at the Regent's Park
Open Air Theatre and this year a quite superb Évita. A current “What’s On?” lists the following:
Mary Poppins, Fiddler on the Roof, Wicked, The Book of Mormon, Matilda, Tina, The Lion King,
Mamma Mia, Dolly Parton 9 to 5 among others.
I recently Googled “London Orchestra”. Any guesses as to how many are listed? The answer is
48 in total! Surprisingly, it did not list the London Rehearsal Orchestra which many of us have
heard in concert for several years. They perform Siegfried Act III on 19th October at the Henry
Wood Hall (see: page 5)
Is any other major city in the world as well served with all forms of music: New York, Berlin, Paris,
Vienna? Methinks not! I have worked out that a husband and wife could each enjoy a different
musical experience every day of the year and without any duplication: some 730 events!
Our members tell us that they like “live” music events. With all the competition and huge variety of
choice out there, we have to do so something different, hence the Four Seasons: Autumn event
which has been devised for us by the Mastersingers Company about which you can find details on
page 6. Nowhere else are you likely to see assembled more leading singers of the future!

An informal moment with Christie Cook and Kelvin Lim who
will perform the Four Seasons event on 26th October.
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